Bags are automatically blown open
and filled with a touch of a button.
Ice Pro accommodates most popular
bag sizes. Bag stand is easily removed
for filling carts or other containers
such as coolers.

increase profits*
When compared to purchasing
pre‑packaged ice, making bagged
ice with Ice Pro reduces costs from $1
to $0.20 per bag. That’s $10,000 per
year more profit with 250 bags sold
per week.

Ice Pro DB650

Ice Pro DB1000

Ice Pro™ automatic
ice bagging & dispensing system

*See data calculator, follettice.com

Bags are blown open

ice on demand
Two storage capacities are available
so you don’t run out of ice – especially
during busy seasons when it can be
difficult to get ice from your vendor.

fast
Fill 6 to 8 bags per minute. That’s 85%
faster than manually bagging.

easy
Ice Pro’s intuitive controls will have
operators bagging in minutes.
Set the dispense time, turn on
the blower and press start. Bags
are instantly filled without hands
contacting the ice.
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Series/model

Maximum bin
capacity lbs (kg)

Width
in (mm)

Depth2
in (mm)

Height¹
in (mm)

Required door
access in (mm)

slope front
425-30
650-44
950-48
1025-52

430 (195)
660 (299)
950 (431)
1030 (467)

30 ( 762)
44 (1118)
48 (1220)
52 (1321)

31.5 (801)
31.5 (801)
31.5 (801)
31.5 (801)

40 (1016)
40 (1016)
50 (1270)
50 (1270)

31 (788)
32 (813)
32 (813)
32 (813)

460 (209)
680 (308)

30 ( 762)2
30 ( 762)2

31 (788)
31 (788)

44.5 (1131)
60.0 (1524)

31 (788)
31 (788)

860 (390)
1000 (454)
1185 (538)
1320 (599)
1170 (531)
1360 (617)
1080 (490)
1325 (601)
1490 (676)
1660 (753)

48 (1220)2
48 (1220)2
48 (1220)2
48 (1220)2
56 (1423)2
56 (1423)2
60 (1524)2
60 (1524)2
60 (1524)2
60 (1524)2

31 (788)
31 (788)
31 (788)
31 (788)
31 (788)
31 (788)
31 (788)
31 (788)
31 (788)
31 (788)

46.5 (1181)
56.0 (1423)
62.0 (1575)
65.0 (1651)
56.0 (1423)
62.0 (1575)
46.5 (1181)
56.0 (1423)
62.0 (1575)
65.0 (1651)

31 (788)
32 (813)
32 (813)
32 (813)
32 (813)
32 (813)
31 (788)
32 (813)
32 (813)
32 (813)

single door upright - SmartGATE standard
SG500S-30
SG700S-30
SG1000-36
SG860S-48
SG1010S-48
SG1175S-48
SG1300S-48
SG1160S-56
SG1350S-56
SG1080S-60
SG1325S-60
SG1475S-60
SG1650S-60

double door upright - SmartGATE standard (4SG3200-72, SG3900-72, SG4600-72 ship in two sections)
SG1850-96
SG2100-72
SG2250-72
SG2650-72
SG3200-724
SG3900-724
SG4600-724

1870 ( 848)
2110 ( 957)
2250 (1021)
2650 (1202)
3240 (1470)
3940 (1787)
4640 (2105)

96 (2439)2
72 (1829)2
72 (1829)2
72 (1829)2
72 (1829)2
72 (1829)2
72 (1829)2

31 ( 788)
40 (1016)
48 (1220)
40 (1016)
48 (1220)
48 (1220)
48 (1220)

51.0 (1296)
57.0 (1448)
50.5 (1283)
66.5 (1690)
69.5 (1766)
81.5 (2071)
93.0 (2363)

32 ( 813)
41 (1042)
46 (1169)
41 (1042)
35 ( 889)
44 (1118)
47 (1194)

single door Ice•DevIce5 - SmartGATE standard (5not recommended for use with flake or soft extruded ice)
DEV500SG-30-75
DEV700SG-30-75
DEV860SG-48-753
DEV1010SG-48-75
DEV1175SG-48-75
DEV1300SG-48-75
DEV1160SG-56-75
DEV1350SG-56-75
DEV1080SG-60-753
DEV1325SG-60-75
DEV1475SG-60-75
DEV1650SG-60-75

460 (209)
680 (308)
860 (390)
1000 (454)
1185 (538)
1320 (599)
1170 (531)
1360 (617)
1080 (490)
1325 (601)
1490 (676)
1660 (753)

30 ( 762)2
30 ( 762)2
48 (1220)2
48 (1220)2
48 (1220)2
48 (1220)2
56 (1423)2
56 (1423)2
60 (1524)2
60 (1524)2
60 (1524)2
60 (1524)2

31 (788)
31 (788)
31 (788)
31 (788)
31 (788)
31 (788)
31 (788)
31 (788)
31 (788)
31 (788)
31 (788)
31 (788)

63.0 (1600)
78.5 (1993)
65.5 (1664)
74.5 (1893)
80.5 (2045)
84.0 (2134)
74.5 (1893)
80.5 (2045)
65.2 (1664)
74.5 (1893)
80.5 (2045)
84.0 (2134)

31 (788)
31 (788)
32 (813)
32 (813)
32 (813)
32 (813)
32 (813)
32 (813)
32 (813)
32 (813)
32 (813)
32 (813)

double door Ice•DevIce5 - SmartGATE standard (5not recommended for use with flake or soft extruded ice)
DEV2100SG-72-75
DEV2250SG-72-75
DEV2650SG-72-75
DEV3200SG-72-75
DEV3900SG-72-75
DEV4600SG-72-75

2110 ( 957)
2250 (1021)
2650 (1202)
3240 (1470)
3940 (1787)
4640 (2105)

72 (1829)2
72 (1829)2
72 (1829)2
72 (1829)2
72 (1829)2
72 (1829)2

40 (1016)
48 (1220)
40 (1016)
48 (1220)
48 (1220)
48 (1220)

75.5 (1918)
69.5 (1766)
85.5 (2172)
88.5 (2248)
100.5 (2553)
112.0 (2845)

41 (1042)
46 (1169)
41 (1042)
35 ( 889)
44 (1118)
47 (1194)

40 (1016)
40 (1016)
40 (1016)
40 (1016)
40 (1016)
40 (1016)

60 (1524)
75 (1905)
75 (1905)
97 (2464)
70 (1778)
97 (2464)

32 ( 813)
32 ( 813)
41 (1042)
41 (1042)
41 (1042)
41 (1042)

Ice Transport System (ITS) - SmartGATE standard (6except ITS500NS-31)
ITS500NS-316
ITS700SG-31
ITS1350SG-60
ITS2250SG-60
ITS1700SG-90
ITS3250SG-90

500 ( 227)
700 ( 318)
1350 ( 612)
2105 ( 955)
1700 ( 771)
3250 (1474)

31 ( 788)2
31 ( 788)2
60 (1524)2
60 (1524)2
90 (2286)2
90 (2286)2

Ice Pro automatic bagging and dispensing system5 (5not recommended for use with flake or soft extruded ice)
DB650SA
DB1000
DB1000SA

650 (295)
1000 (454)
1000 (454)

33.75 (858)
52.00 (1321)
52.00 (1321)

48.25 (1226)
45.50 (1156)
45.50 (1156)

¹ Includes leg height.
² Add 8" (204 mm) to depth (D) for lower door assembly (easily removed for installation access).
³ DEV860SG-48 and DEV1080SG-60 do not have upper inspection doors.
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65.00 (1651)
71.75 (1823)
71.75 (1823)

34.25 (870)
34.25 (870)
34.25 (870)

Ice•DevIce, Ice Pro, SmartCART and Totes are trademarks of Follett Corporation.
Follett is a registered trademark of Follett Corporation, registered in the US.
Follett reserves the right to change specifications at any time without obligation.
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Ice storage bins &
transport systems

Upgrade your slope front to a Follett upright
A better bin design improves ice quality and reduces serious health and safety risks for your employees
and customers. After all, ice is food and should be handled in a safe and sanitary manner.

single door
upright

fresher ice
Are you serving your freshest ice? Always
scooping ice from the top of a slope front bin
leaves ice at the bottom to go stale, which
can impart unpleasant flavors to customer
drinks and create potential health hazards.
Follett upright bins maintain a continuous
turnover of ice, so your customers get fresh,
great tasting ice, all the time.

cleaner ice
When bending into a slope front bin, an
employee's arms, head and hair often contact
the ice, potentially contaminating it.

fresh ice turnover

Follett upright bins eliminate the need to
bend into the bin. Scooping ice is cleaner
and safer.

slope
front

single door
upright

wider selection
Follett offers capacities starting at 500 lbs
(227 kg) to as much as 4600 lbs (2087 kg) to
best fit your storage needs.

better access to ice
Front, gated ice access on the Follett upright allows you to scoop faster
and with less ice spillage, minimizing clean up time.
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slope
front

single door
upright

Reaching into a slope front bin to scoop takes longer and is less
ergonomic, creating ice spills.

Only Follett bins have the industry's original, patented SmartGATE™

SmartGATE
equipped models

The durable, all stainless SmartGATE ice shield glides up and down to meter ice flow into the ice access area.
Sliding the SmartGATE helps release "stuck" ice known as an ice bridge. Tougher ice bridges can be broken with
a paddle through the paddle holes.

lower risk
Avoid costly slips & falls caused by ice
spillage. Follett's SmartGATE controls ice
flow to minimize ice spills.
Other manufacturers' gates have no way
to meter the amount of ice flowing into
the ice access area; opening the gate often
results in large floods of ice spilling on the
floor. The ice that has not fallen to the floor
fills the ice storage area, blocking the gate
from being closed.

labor savings
SmartGATE saves time with quicker and
easier operation. It also minimizes ice
spillage and the time spent cleaning it up.

other
manufacturers

safer work area

corrosion resistant tops*
Bin tops are constructed of smooth
polyethylene with no exposed metal
to eliminate the risk of corrosion and
make it easier to clean. Metal tops, even
stainless, can corrode from chlorine that is
commonly found in water supplies.
*standard on most models.

The average
back injury costs
employers more
than $10,000 in
direct costs.

control the flow of ice
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other
manufacturers

single door
upright

SmartGATE gives operators control over the flow of ice into the ice
access area. Other designs often result in large spills of ice.

Gravity dispense with SmartCART™ transport
Make delivering ice quick, sanitary and less complex. Opening the dispense gate sends ice through
the chute into a cart or container without any hand contact. Closing the gate stops the flow.
You have complete control of how your ice is dispensed.

optimum sanitation

™

Eliminate scooping and the health issues
associated with operators hands contacting
and contaminating the ice.

Ice•DevIce

fastest ice removal
Gravity systems are the fastest method for
dispensing ice. Follett offers two types of
gravity systems.
Dispense ice through a chute with the
Ice•DevIce series (7 times faster than
scooping) into a SmartCART 75 for
fast and easy ice delivery.

SmartCART
240

SmartCART
75

faster ice delivery

Dispense larger volumes of ice through
the (ITS) Ice Transport System’s bottom
mounted gate (15 times faster than scooping)
into a SmartCART 240 for high volume sites such
as stadiums, arenas and any application that
requires ice to be served directly from an ice cart.

fastest and safest ice delivery
SmartCART ice carts are 4 times faster and
much safer than transporting heavy loads of
ice by hand. Individual Totes™ limit lifted loads
to 25 lbs (11 kg).

innovative design

Ice Transport
System (ITS)
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Ice•DevIce
gravity dispense

Gravity dispense does the work for you. Dispense up to
700 lbs (318 kg) in seconds. Ice storage capacities are
available from 500 lbs (227 kg) to 4600 lbs (2087 kg).

